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Abstract
The main objective of this paper is to present sample conceptual propulsion engines that researchers can tinker with to gain a
better engineering understanding of how to research propulsion that is based on gravity modification.

A Non- Inertia (Ni) Field is the spatial gradient of real or latent velocities. These velocities are real in mechanical structures, and
latent in gravitational and electromagnetic field. These velocities have corresponding time dilations, and thus g=τc2 is the
mathematical formula to calculate acceleration. It was verified that gravitational, electromagnetic and mechanical accelerations
are present when a Ni Field is present. For example, a gravitational field is a spatial gradient of latent velocities along the field’s
radii. g=τc2 is the mathematical expression of Hooft’s assertion that “absence of matter no longer guarantees local flatness”, and

the new gravity modification based propulsion equation for force field engines.

To achieve Force Field based propulsion, a discussion of the latest findings with the problems in theoretical physics and warp
drives is presented. Solomon showed that four criteria need to be present when designing force field engines (i) the spatial gradient
of velocities, (ii) asymmetrical non-cancelling fields, (iii) vectoring, or the ability to change field direction and (iv) modulation, the
ability to alter the field strength. The importance of Podkletnov’s gravity modification experiments is that they can lead to the
confirmation that mass does not cause gravitational fields and therefore, matter and not mass is the cause of gravitational fields.

Two examples on how to construct Ni Field engines are presented. First, the Gravitational Column Launch, using Podkletnov-type
devices to reverse the gravitational field above a launch vehicle and propel it into space. Second, the Unibeam Projector, a
topological modification of Podkletnov’s spinning superconducting disc, to create spacecraft artificial gravity, and tractor beams.

Keywords: Alcubierre; Gravity; Electromagnetic force; Lorentz-Fitzgerald transformation; Electric fields; Gravity modification; Ni
fields

Introduction
The purpose of this section is to provide a background as to why gravity modification is feasible. In 2015, Steinhardt [1]
stated that the Planck Space Telescope data shows that the Universe is simpler than had been thought for three reasons (1)
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The deviations in the Cosmic Microwave Background is within the limits of quantum theory, (2) Don’t see gravitation waves
i.e., inflation and (3) Don’t see the effects of strings theories. Esftathiou [1] concurred, adding that theories leading to
infinities reflects a crisis in physics and a resolution to these problems would involve revolutionary physics. In 2012 using
NASA’s Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope photographs of gamma ray burst, Nemiroff [2] showed that quantum foam
could not exist.

In 2013 Solomon [3] proposed that both exotic matter and strings could not exist. First, the former leads to perpetual motion
machine, and the latter contradicts Lorentz-FitzGerald Transformations (LFT). By assuming that particles were compressive
Solomon [3-8] proposed a new equation for gravitational acceleration (1) without a priori knowledge of mass and radius of
the gravitating object.

g   c2
(1)
Where τ is the spatial gradient of the time dilation transformation or change in time dilation transformation divided by that
distance, and noting that the time dilation transformation is the ratio of tv/t0 per Lorentz-FitzGerald Transformations (LFT) or
(2), and Newtonian Transformations (3). TABLE 1. [7-9] presents the comparisons for gravitational acceleration using
Newtonian physics and (1).

(v)  1 /

(1- v 2 / c 2 )  x0 / xv  tv / t0  mv / m0

(2)

(a)  1 /

(1- 2GM / rc 2 )  x0 / xa  ta / t0  ma / m0

(3)

Therefore, an expanded scope of new gravitational theories requires applicability in (1) distant cosmology, (2) near field local
gravity probes, and (3) local gravity modification, thereby introducing more avenues for exploration. Near field gravity probe
research [10-13] has proved that it is very difficult to concur on a specific value for the gravitational constant G. This points
to the need for a different model for gravitation.

What if gravity is not caused by mass? Podkletnov [14,15] reported gravity shielding effects above a spinning
superconducting ceramic disc. Podkletnov’s results have not been reproduced. However, other researchers’ [16,17] ceramic
discs cracked before reaching Podkletnov’s disc spin requirements. Solomon [7,9] deconstructed Podkletnov’s experiments
so that future experimenters can avoid the mistakes of past experiments [16-17]. If gravity modification experiments are
vindicated they confirm that gravitational fields are not caused by mass but by some other property of matter that can be
measured equivalent to mass.

Solomon [8] proposed a schema approach to understanding gravity. A schema is an outline of a model of a complex reality to
assist in explaining this reality. The work of various researchers [7,8,18] in the gravity field can be presented by a conceptual
formalism referred to as source-field-effect schema. The source-field-effect schema corresponds to the mass-gravityacceleration phenomenon, respectively.
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TABLE 1. Gravitational acceleration values using Newtonian equation and equation (15), for a particle diameter of
10-11 m.
Heave
nly
Body
Earth

Gravitational
g=GM/R2
(m/s2)

Acceleration
g=τc2
(m/s2)

9.80289310246558
0

9.8028931229304
50

Error in g
PPM (Parts Per
Million)

Change in Time
Dilation
Transformation
Across Particle

Gravitationally
Distorted
Distance
(m)

- 1.090173598033850
9.99499999304469
0.002087636085
E-27
0E-12
405
Jupiter
24.8686160738805 24.868617547825
- 2.765623312782150
9.99499980253450
00
600 0.059269286588
E-27
0E-12
270
Mars
3.82050645225850 3.8205064539101
- 4.248761276124040
9.99499999855966
0
70 0.000432315179
E-28
0E-12
401
Mercur 4.02354845807578 4.0235484593943
- 4.474563017681310
9.99499999890820
y
0
10 0.000327701863
E-28
0E-12
842
Neptun 11.2651702207870 11.265170325416
- 1.252792525904500
9.99499996905602
e
00
100 0.009287836549
E-27
0E-12
597
Pluto
0.60545240075614 0.6054524007702
- 6.733198193257340
9.99499999992256
3
15 0.000023241154
E-29
0E-12
340
Saturn
10.5630450305322 10.563045253624
- 1.174709632439570
9.99499992963489
00
700 0.021120092215
E-27
0E-12
353
Sun
280.302037387103 280.30384699209
- 3.117234802040310
9.99497849114929
000
2000 6.455910938663
E-26
0E-12
970
Uranus 8.75885407803297 8.7588541438453
- 9.740666759941420
9.99499997496648
0
40 0.007513810986
E-28
0E-12
813
Venus
8.87387155345787 8.8738715694128
- 9.868576936355740
9.99499999400977
0
00 0.001797966844
E-28
0E-12
070
Notes: (a) Though the data presented is only to 15 decimal places, all numerical analyses were conducted to 250
significant digits using G of 6.67259x10 -11. (b) The numerical results validate equation (1), that gravitational
acceleration can be derived without reference to its mass source as the errors between Newtonian g (column 2) and Ni
Field g (column 3) is < |6.5| ppm, (c) Combining all recent experimental results [4] provides measured range of
between 6.671x10-11 to 6.676x10-11 or a mean of 6.6738x10-11 and standard deviation of 0.0012x10-11 that the true G
is in this range. (d) These near field gravity probe G measurements are a good example of precision versus accuracy
and proof of the presence of systematic errors.
Source: Papers [7-9]
Solomon proposed [3,5-8] that in contemporary physics, there are three types of schema with their corresponding particle
characteristics, (i) General Relativity as a geometric surface schema and ignores particle characteristics, (ii) Quantum
Mechanics with inelastic point-like elementary particle schema, and (iii) String Theories with tensile strings schema.
Solomon [7,8] proposed a fourth schema that is consistent with General Relativity, with compressive particles [19].
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Solomon [20] and Solomon and Beckwith [21] proposed that this quark interaction is the source of gravitational fields. The
equivalent measure concept is described by mass as a proxy for number of quarks, and number of quarks as a proxy for quark
interaction [22,23].

General Relativity [24] begins with separation vectors. This schema approach is presented by equations (4) to (8). The
standard z-direction (4) separation vector is a function of gravitational mass m, and gravitational constant G at a distance r
from the source. Gravitational acceleration g (5) is defined by these separation vectors. This three-part schema can be
described as, i) the mass source (8), ii) the field (7), and iii) the field effect or acceleration (5).

d 2 z
Gm z

2

dt 2
c2r 3

(4)

 d 2 z
g  f 
2
 dt

(5)





d 2 z
  z
2
dt

(6)

or,

d 2 z
hz
2
dt

 

2

Gm
c2r 3

(7)

(8)

The importance of the shape of spacetime, unlike Newtonian gravity or General Relativity [24], is that it informs what the
spatial gradients of time dilation, mass increase and length contraction are. General Relativity [24] theorizes gravity as the
curving of spacetime, shape change, to cause this effect of gravity. Similarly, one could propose for a non-point sized
particle, the shape change of spacetime in the local region of the particle is mirrored by an identical shape change of the
particle. This is not macro body deformation due to the gravitational gradient i but particle-level deformation due to space
contraction, time dilation and mass increase. The resulting deformation of the particle’s shape is evidenced as a shift in the
center of fields of its mass-volume ‘field’; and is a logical extension of the inertia Lorentz-Fitzgerald transformations Γ(v) (2)
and the Newtonian non-inertia gravitational field transformation Γ(a) (3). In the generic form, the environmental
transformation Γ(e),

(e)  x0 / xe  te / t0  me / m0

(9)

Solomon [3,5-8] proposed that this mass-volume field deformation was due to the internal effects of the Newtonian noninertia transformations Γ(a), present in the local region of the external gravitational field such that the spacetime
transformations Γs(x,y,z,t) are concurrently reflected as particle transformations Γp(x,y,z,t) or,
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 p ( x , y , z ,t )   s ( x , y , z ,t )

(10)

The utility of (10) is that it explains why the gravitational field passes through all matter. Further, using the Newtonian noninertia transformations Γ(a) one can now replace the right-hand side separation vector function in equation (5) with mass and
volume spatial gradients per equation (11).

g  f    a mass ,   a volume 

(11)

In 2015 Solomon [25] proposed a 4th approach to forces not related to Relativity, String or Quantum (RSQ) theories. That a
particle’s velocity and acceleration is evidenced by the shift in the Center of Field CF of the local field’s spatial gradient. This
field could be gravitational, electromagnetic, electric, magnetic or mechanical motion. It was proposed that the shift in the
Center of Field CF, is the result of the deformation of this field just as altering the shape of an object would alter its Center of
Mass, CM. The magnitude and direction of this CF shift governs the strength and direction (attraction or repulsion) of motion.
Using the Center of Mass concept, the Center of Field CF of a field F that ranges from lower limit L to upper limit U, is
defined as:

U

U

L

L

CF  P  x  xdx / P  x  dx

(12)

Where P is the property of the Field used to evaluate the Field’s CF. The relevant field property depends upon the type of
deformation applied to this field. If the deformation of the field property is non-linear then the spatial gradient of the Field’s
property P or dP/dx is the parameter used to estimate the Field’s CF. If the deformation of the field property is linear than
then the field’s property P is the parameter used to estimate the Field’s CF as the spatial gradient of P is zero. The importance
of this finding is that Poincaré stresses [26] no longer exists as electric field lines are no longer repulsive. This led to the
simplification of particle structure, and Solomon proposed (i) a new model for the nuclei [27] that eliminates the need for a
particle based approach to weak and strong forces, (ii) a new model for the electron shell [28], (iii) a replacement for the
Schrödinger wave function [29-31], and (iv) a new structured approach to particle design [28] that could possibly replace the
Standard Model, though much work is required.

As a paper on force field engines, there is one last point, the Alcubierre warp drive [32] as a means to interstellar drive based
on exotic matter. The two problems with the Alcubierre warp drive are exotic matter and axioms.

First, Solomon [3] showed that exotic cannot exist as it leads to perpetual motion machines. However, there is a subtler issue.
The esteemed Bondi [19] authenticated exotic matter using General Relativity or rephrasing, General Relativity endorsed
perpetual motion physics. The lesson here is care is required not to modify or develop a theory that leads to perpetual motion
physics. As Klein [33] stated, mathematics has become so powerful that it can now be used to prove anything. Therefore, the
urgent need for the extensive use of empirical data and process models to guide the mathematical development.
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The second problem are the axioms. As pointed out earlier with Bondi’s exotic matter, General Relativity may not provide
meaningful results in extreme conditions. Beckwith [33] states that “in assuming violation of conservation of energy, within
the confines of a local universe, as modeled either by steady state models, or the usual FRW universe structure, one is by
necessity appealing to a multiverse structure, i.e., multiple universes. However, unless one explicitly models the evolutionary
history of the universe, used by the Alcubierre drive, as a multiverse, one is using a single universe, but implicitly assuming a
physical process which could only work if a multiverse structure exists. Hence, the Alcubierre drive program, modeled within
a single universe, is appealing to a multiverse structure in order to allow for its local universe violation of conservation of
energy to occur. By any physical reasoning, the result is a reduc to absurdum which is not supported by logic” [34,35].

Experimental Evidence
The purpose of this section is to provide a background as how gravity modification is feasible. Per Solomon [7,8,36] a
gravitational field is a spatial gradient of tangential latent velocities along the axis of any radii and exhibits an acceleration
along that radius. Therefore, the Non- Inertia or Ni field is defined as a field that exhibits acceleration along a spatial gradient
of latent or real velocities. FIG. 1. [7,9] illustrates the Ni field of four velocity vectors v1, v2, v3 and v4 and their associated
time dilations.

v v v v
1

2

3

(13)

4

g  f (dv / dr )  c dt / dr   .c
2

(14)

2

In effect, a Ni Field is a force field as it is a field that occupies space which is accompanied by an acceleration vector.
Solomon [7,9,32] proposed that for a force field to be technologically useful it has two properties, field modulation and field
vectoring. Field modulation is the ability to attenuate (shield) or amplify (intensify) the field strength. Second, field vectoring
is the ability to change the direction of force. Both properties exist in Nature, field modulation is determined by the mass and
radius of the heavenly body, and field vectoring changes with relative position of this heavenly body.

Acceleration g=τc2

Velocity v1
Velocity v2
Velocity v3
Velocity v4

Spatial
Gradient of
Velocities

FIG. 1. The basic non- inertia Ni field.
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TABLE 2. The Ni field method is in good agreement with both classical mechanics and classical electromagnetism.

Acceleration
Angula
r
Velocit
y

Path
Rad
ius
(m)

Tangen
tial
Velocit
y
(m/s)

Partic
le
Size
(m)

Centripet
al Method

ElectroMagneti
c
Theory

Mechanical
Ni Field
Method

Mechani
cal Ni
Field
Error

Electromag
netic Ni
Field
Method

Electr
omagne
tic Ni
Field
Error
Equation
Equatio
Equations
(1)-(16)
Using Eqn.
(1)(16)
n (15)
(1)
(1)
(15)
68
9.85 669.8
1.00E- 45,546.40
45,546.4
45,546.40
2.4033E- 45,546.4000
-3.4E30
0
13
003409
07
127
4.07 516.89
1.00E- 65,645.03
65,645.0
65,645.03
4.1720E- 65,645.0300
-2.9E27
3
14
002925
07
49
5.01 245.49
1.00E- 12,029.01
12,029.0
12,029.01
3.2700E- 12,029.0100
-1.2E24
1
15
000120
08
98
6.13 600.74
1.00E- 58,872.52
58,872.5
58,872.52
6.0000E- 58,872.5200
-3.5E21
2
16
003546
07
148
4.75 703
1.00E- 104,044.00 104,044.
104,044.00
1.7090E- 104,044.000
-8.6E18
00
12
000858
07
116
0.42 48.72
1.00E5,651.52
5,651.52
5,651.52
9.6100E- 5,651.52000
-2.2E15
15
00002
10
96
0.79 75.84
1.00E7,280.64
7,280.64
7,280.64
3.3797E- 7,280.64000
-6.8E12
12
00007
10
2
1.17 2.34
1.00E4.68
4.68
4.68
6.0083E- 4.680000000 -5.1E09
12
0
14
74
1.86 137.64
1.00E- 10,185.36
10,185.3
10,185.36
2.1640E- 10,185.3600
-8.1E06
6
14
000812
08
170
4.64 788.8
1.00E- 134,096.00 134,096.
134,096.00
7.4337E- 134,096.000
-4.1E03
00
13
413369
04
Note: The new Ni field method agrees with other methods except in the last row where particle size is >10-3 m. This
is because the distance between the two velocities is great enough to be the effective or averaged acceleration over a
large distance.

The Ni Field method (TABLE 2) [7-9], is in good agreement with both classical mechanics and classical electromagnetism.
However, there is one more test for the Ni Field method. Can the Ni Field method solve a problem that classical mechanics
cannot? Laithwaite [37,38] had demonstrated that a spinning disc (spin radius) when rotated about himself (rotational radius)
would lose weight. To date nobody, using classical mechanics, has been able to derive a solution to this Laithwaite Big
Wheel enigma that matches the experimental results.
Solomon investigated this [7-9]. The results confirm Laithwaite’s [9,37,38] original demonstration that a disc spinning at
5,000rpm and rotating at 7 rpm, with a radius of rotation of at least 1m, and spin radius of 0.3m would be almost weightless
(9.8 m/s2 - 9.7 m/s2 = 0.1 m/s2), if not rise. (15) presents the findings. The acceleration a created by a rotating-spinning disc’s
three-dimensional Ni Field with spin ωs, disc radius s, rotational ωd, rotation radius d and hypotenuse h formed by s and d is
given by:

a = ωs ωd h

a)
7
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Though Laithwaite demonstrated weight loss, this is a weight change phenomenon as both weight loss and gain are observed.
If the sense of the spin and rotation are different, the direction of the acceleration is reversed, as one of the ω’s is negative.

Hayasaka and Takeuchi [39] had reported that a gyroscope would lose weight, but Lou et al. [40] could not reproduce this
effect. Given their experiments downward pointing spin vector, eq. (15) shows that Lou et al. were correct because eq. (15)
requires that acceleration produced be orthogonal to both spin and rotation. Therefore, for weight change to be observed, the
spin vector should be orthogonal to the gravitational field, and spin vector needs to be rotated in a manner that is orthogonal
to the spin plane. Thus, confirming, that the Ω function (8) can be replaced by purely mechanical functions.

Some significant inferences are,


A mathematical property is now explained by a physical process: The cross product (16) in electromagnetic theory,
Solomon [7-9], is due to the spherical shape of the electron’s field and causes an acceleration that is orthogonal to its
velocity and the magnetic field lines.

a = q(v  B)/m


(15)

The Ω function (8) can be replaced with an electromagnetic function: TABLE 2 confirms this as both the classical
methods and the Ni Field methods agree with each other for gravitational, mechanical and electromagnetic
accelerations.



Ni Field Unification: TABLE 2. shows that the Ni Field method provides an elegantly simple unification of macro
forces by the common equation (14).



Ni Field subset: (15) suggests that classical mechanics is a subset of the Ni Field method, but more research is
required to get there.

Lessons from Podkletnov Experiments
The purpose of this section is to provide a brief understanding of why and how Podkletnov’s [14,15] design works. The
importance of Podkletnov [14,15] experiments is that if correctly reproduced it confirms that gravity is not caused by mass
but by some other constituent of matter. Podkletnov [14,15] reported that an electrified superconducting ceramic disc (see
FIG. 2. [7,9]) at temperatures below TC (critical temperature) would exhibit gravity shielding effects above the disc when this
disc was spun to 5,000 rpm.
Solomon [7,9] reviewed Podkletnov’s [14,15] papers using the source-field-effect schema, and proposed that any hypothesis
on superconducting gravity shielding should explain four observations, the stationary disc weight loss, spinning disc weight
loss, weight loss increases along a radial distance and weight increase. Its importance to force field engine design is field
modulation and field vectoring, i.e., gravitational field strength modulation, either attenuation (shielding) or amplification
(intensification) and gravitational field vectoring, or a directed force field, the use of fields to change the direction of force.
Solomon [7,9] using an approximate numerical model for this superconducting ceramic disc, showed that the shielding

effect indeed increases with radius from inner to the outer radius (FIG. 3.) [7,9].
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Observed Weight Loss
near Outer Edge = 0.3%
to 0.5%

Observed Weight Loss
near Inner Edge = 0.1%
to 0.25%

Sensitive
Balance

Cotton
Thread
Sample of
Various
Materials

3-4 mm thick 60% orthorhombic &
40% tetragonal structure, not
superconducting layer

1 mm thick
magnetic metal
foil

Height varied
between 25 to
3000 mm

20 mm

Magnet with Rotating
Field

6-7 mm thick orthorhombic
structure superconducting
layer

Disc
Thickness =
10 mm

Stainless Steel
Box

20 mm
θ
θ is between 5° and 15°
Magnet with
Rotating Field

Disc rises
between 15
and 35 mm

Cryogenic System

FIG. 2. A diagrammatic representation of the essential features of Podkletnov’s 1997 paper.

FIG. 3. Electromagnetic acceleration with the superconducting (constant) magnetic field model.

Note that the top side had overlapping electric and magnetic fields while the bottom side did not as the bottom side of this
ceramic disc was not superconducting. By the Ni Field method [7-9] the top side of the spinning disc had an upward
acceleration that negated gravity. The latent velocity of the electrified superconducting magnetic field should have a latent
velocity vhigh at higher part of the field that is greater than the latent velocity vlow at the lower part of the field.

vhigh  vlow

(16)
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This occurs when their respective high and low parameters (electric field strength E, magnetic field strength B and height
above disc d) along an electric field line obey,

Bhigh Ehigh dhigh  Blow Elowdlow

(17)

As the bottom side did not have overlapping magnetic and electric fields, this would not apply. If it did then the symmetrical
structure would cancel any force field effects. Therefore, the electric/magnetic field effects were asymmetrical, with an effect
on the top side and none on the bottom side.
Similar asymmetry is observed in a gravitational field. Particles deform asymmetrically [3-8] and a particle’s, near side (of
the gravitational source) is flatter and denser than the far side. Likewise, with mechanical and electromagnetic forces.
Solomon [24] also showed that this asymmetrical field effect is present with charged particles, and thus magnetic monopoles.

Force Field Design Rules
From the above discussion, to build a force field engine, one has to create a Ni Field that obeys four design rules. These rules
are:


The field effects must result in a spatial gradient of latent or real velocities. These velocities are latent with
gravitational and electromagnetic fields, and real with mechanical structures such as centripetal motion and
Laithewaite’s Big Wheel experiment.



The field must be asymmetrical, and non-cancelling. This is observed in the asymmetrical ovoid-like [7-9] shape of
particles in gravitational fields. In the Podkletnov experiments [7,9] this is achieved by the asymmetrical structure of
the electrified magnetic field. Note that there are no net forces in charged particles and naturally occurring magnetic
fields as these fields are symmetrical.



Vectoring is provided by direction of the spatial gradient of velocities. In gravitational fields, this vectoring is along
the radii of the field. In the electron moving in a magnetic field, this vectoring is derived from the direction of the
magnetic field acting on the spherical shape of the electron’s electric field.



Modulation is provided by the field strengths. In gravitational fields modulation is accomplished by the amount of
matter, with mass as a proxy for this quantity of matter [20] and by the radius of the gravitating source. In the
electron moving in a magnetic field, this modulation is derived from the magnetic field strength.
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Outer Electrode

Solenoid
Total
Structure
Rotation
Inner Electrode

FIG. 4. The Unibeam projector, a rotating electrified solenoid.

Engine Concepts
Using Ni Fields two engine concepts are proposed to facilitate an understanding of how Ni Fields can be implemented.
The first is the Gravitational Column Launch, GCL [41]. By equations (17) and (18) a superconducting magnetic field is not
required [7,9]. Knowing that gravity shielding was observed above Podkletnov’s device, therefore anything above this device
would lose weight. Using non-superconducting magnetic fields, a square matrix of 1,000 × 1,000 of these devices several
meters under the launch pad, one could generate a gravitationally modified launch column. This would impell the space
vehicle into outer space. To recover the vehicle, the spacecraft simply “docks” into the GCL which then gently retracts the
spacecraft.
The second concept is the Unibeam Projector. It is a topological modification of Podkletnov’s spinning superconducting disc
(FIG. 4). By equations (17) and (18) superconducting magnetic field is not required [7,9], therefore, a Ni Field can be created
by spinning a magnetic solenoid enclosed by an orthogonal electric field. The spatial gradient of the Ni Field will be along
the radii orthogonal to cylinder, from the center of the solenoid to the outer electric field electrodes. If the outer electrodes are
formed by sectional strips, then by turning on selected strips synchronized to the rotation one should be able to create a
unidirectional Ni Field or a tractor beam or a means to spaceship artificial gravity [42]. Vectoring is achieved by changing the
synchronized electrified sectional strip. Modulation is achieved by power to the solenoid. If the net high velocity, tangential
rotational velocity vr,high + latent electromagnetic velocity, vhigh near the outer electrode is greater than the net low velocity,
tangential rotational velocity vr,low + latent electromagnetic velocity, vlow near the inner electrode (31) than the acceleration is
outward or repulsive, else it is inward and attractive.

vr ,high  vhigh  vr ,low  vlow

(18)
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Conclusion
This paper presented an approach to determining how force fields can be generated, partly by showing what is no longer
correct, and partly by proposing new empirically consistent concepts. Given that Relativity, String & Quantum (RSQ)
theories can be replaced by Spatial Gradients as the mechanism for force, Ni Fields are the future of propulsion engineering.
Two engine concepts that are relatively easy for experiments to conduct have been proposed.
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